Li Brand™ No-Scalpel Vasectomy Instruments

No-Scalpel Vasectomy
NSV is one of the most popular new techniques in procedural medicine. NSV practitioners and their patients experience:

- Less pain & bleeding
- 10 times fewer complications
- Shorter operating time
- Quicker recovery
- Increased patient satisfaction and referrals

Developed in China twenty years ago and proven on over 20 million men worldwide, NSV is fast becoming the world’s standard vasectomy technique.

The Best Instruments
Under an exclusive arrangement, Advanced Meditech International (AMI) provides you with the highest ‘German’ quality No-Scalpel instruments. These are the original instruments with the superior cantilevered design proven in millions of cases. Independent quality evaluation by Indeps, Inc. shows that AMI’s instruments outperform and last longer than others. Which is why AVSC International and so many top urologists choose AMI as their NSV instrument supplier.

NSV Video Exclusive
Advanced Meditech is now exclusive distributor of No-Scalpel Vasectomy: The Goldstein Video with Marc Goldstein, M.D. of the New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center. Dr. Goldstein was the first U.S. surgeon to learn this elegant procedure from Dr. Li in China and to introduce it to the U.S. With superb surgical footage, Dr. Goldstein provides expert, step-by-step instruction to help you master NSV.

For more information on AMI’s superb Li Brand™ No-Scalpel Vasectomy instruments, The Goldstein Video, Personal-Physician™ NSV marketing brochures, cauteries, and other vasectomy-related products, please contact our courteous representatives--

86-38 Fifty-Third Avenue, Suite 100
Flushing, NY 11373 USA
Tel: 718.672.7150  800.635.2452
Fax: 718.672.8501
Web: http://www.ameditech.com
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Your local representative of AMI products is: